
Mechanics Yes No N/A
1 Is the assignment on engineering calculation paper?
2 Is the writing only on the front side of the paper?
3 Is the writing done in pencil?
4 Are the problems completed in order?
5 Does each problem start on a new page?
6 Does each page include the student's name?
7 Does each page include the class  (either name or number)?
8 Does each page include a page number?
9 Is the page number in the x of n  (or   X/N)  format?

10 Are appropriate section headings used?
11 Are the section headings underlined?
12 Are the solutions boxed?
13 Is there adequate white space for readability?
14 Is the penmanship legible?
15 Is the penmanship neat?

Problem Statement
Given Section

1 Is the problem number shown?
2 Is there at least one sentence that describes the problem in words?
3 Is the written description adequate without the use of the text?
4 Are all given diagrams/ figures included?
5 Are all given diagrams/ figures included without any alteration or additions?
6 Are all given quantites clearly identified?
7 Is what was given information clear?

Find Section
1 Is there at least one sentence identifing what is to be found?
2 If a variable is declared is it clear what that variable represents?
3 Is the find statement complete?
4 Is it clear what is to be found in the solution to the problem?

Solution
1 Is the solution clearly separated from the problem statement?
2 Are there clear steps in the solution?
3 Are all major steps to the solution included?
4 Do the solution steps follow a logical progression?
5 Are any assumptions clearly identified?
6 Are all necessary diagrams included? (FBD, Schematic, etc.)
7 Is the diagram complete? ( All forces, etc)
8 Are necessary references included? (coordinate system, labels, etc.)
9 Are appropriate units included?

Rubric For Communication using Engineering Problem Format
Instructions given to the student:

Problems presented in order
Written clearly in pencil on engineering calculation paper
Headings must be underlined

Use the face of the engineering pad only

Final answers must be boxed
The Given statement: problem statement from the text. It must include enough information to recreate the
problem without the use of the text.
The Find statement: what you are looking for.
Solution: must show a clear/ logical evaluation process, including a free-body diagram or other figure when
applicable, with a boxed final answer.
One question per page/ start a new page for each problem
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